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Abstract

In this paper, we experiment with building
multilingual neural machine translation models
to translate the extremely under-resourced In-
digenous Costa Rican languages Cabécar and
Bribri — members of the Viceitic branch of
the Chibchan family — to and from Spanish.
We explore a variety of techniques, including:
(1) training trilingual models that can trans-
late Bribri or Cabécar to and from Spanish; (2)
performing self-supervised training, such as de-
noising autoencoding and masked sequence-
to-sequence reconstruction; (3) adding data
from a bilingual lexicon as additional paral-
lel data; and (4) prepending indicator tokens
to source sentences that tell the model which
language it is translating to (<2tgt>) or from
(<4src>). We observe some modest gains from
self-supervised training and adding lexical data
in this extremely under-resourced setting, and
also find that trilingual models can outperform
bilingual models, including models trained to
translate in just one direction. We also see
that prepending <2tgt> and <4src> tokens
to source sentences yields modest gains. Our
best model achieves around 26 CHRF averaged
across the four directions (Spanish ↔ Cabécar,
Bribri ↔ Spanish), despite being trained on
only 8K parallel sentences for Bribri-Spanish
and 4K for Cabécar-Spanish.

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on building neural machine
translation (NMT) systems that translate two In-
digenous Costa Rican languages to and from Span-
ish: Cabécar and Bribri. Cabécar and Bribri both
fall under the Viceitic branch of the Chibchan lan-
guage family. The Chibchan family is native to the
Isthmo-Colombian Area, stretching from eastern
Honduras to northern Colombia, including Costa
Rica, Panama, and Nicaragua. There are hundreds
of thousands of Chibchan speakers spread through-
out this region. Along with Teribe, Cabécar and
Bribri are the only living languages in the Viceitic

branch. Cabécar and Bribri, like the other Chibchan
languages, tend to have rich and complex morphol-
ogy, compounding the challenge of building ma-
chine translation systems for them.

The Cabécar people live in the Chirripó and Ta-
lamanca regions in Eastern and Southern Costa
Rica. As of 2011, the population numbered around
14, 000 (INEC, 2011), and there are an estimated
11, 100 native speakers of Cabécar presently. The
Bribri people live in southern Costa Rica and north-
ern Panama. Their population is around 17, 000
(INEC, 2011), with approximately 7, 000 speak-
ers of the language. Both languages are classified
as vulnerable (Moseley, 2010; Sánchez Avendaño,
2013).

There are a number of objectives we have in
mind with this work, some of them purely tech-
nical and some of them related to language docu-
mentation and revitalization. On the technical side,
we aim to see whether multilingual MT training
and/or self-supervised training can improve trans-
lation performance for extremely under-resourced
languages. Unlike other works that attempt these
techniques at massive scale, involving hundreds
of languages and billions of sentences, we wish
to put multilingual training and self-supervision to
the test using realistic under-resourced conditions:
only three languages, four translation directions,
and tens of thousands of parallel sentences. We
hope that in training models with both Bribri and
Cabécar the model will leverage linguistic simi-
larity to improve performance in one or both lan-
guages.

On the documentation and revitalization side, we
ultimately want to build systems that Indigenous
people can use to engage with content in their com-
munity’s language, e.g. by translating Spanish web
text to Cabécar or Bribri. This capability becomes
increasingly important as indigenous cultures adopt
digital technologies and come into contact with con-
tent in other languages. If people cannot continue
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using their culture’s language in the digital age, the
language may lose even more domains of usage
and ultimately become dormant (Jany, 2018; Stern,
2018; Cruz and Waring, 2019; Zhang et al., 2022;
Orynycz, 2022). On the flip side, translating in the
other direction (e.g. {Bribri, Cabécar} → Span-
ish) can facilitate communication or help outsiders
learn indigenous languages.
The contributions of this work are as follows:

1. We train and evaluate a multilingual NMT sys-
tem that translates Cabécar and Bribri to and
from Spanish. To our knowledge, we are the
first to train and evaluate an MT system with
Cabécar, and among the first to train multi-
lingual NMT systems tailored to Indigenous
languages of the Americas.

2. We compare a number of methods for en-
hancing multilingual NMT performance on
extremely under-resourced languages, includ-
ing self-supervised methods like denoising
autoencoding and masked reconstruction, as
well as other techniques like <4src> tagging
or using bilingual lexicon entries as additional
parallel data.

3. We provide comparisons between unidirec-
tional bilingual models and bidirectional bilin-
gual models, as well as between bilingual and
trilingual models. Notably, we show that mul-
tilingual NMT models can beat bilingual mod-
els, even in an extremely resource-poor set-
ting.

2 Related Work

2.1 MT and NLP for indigenous languages of
the Americas

There are a number of previous efforts that have
looked at machine translation and other NLP tasks
for Indigenous languages of the Americas. For an
extensive list of works in this area, we recommend
the Naki GitHub page1. We will provide a brief
overview of some recent work, with a focus on MT.

The closest work to ours, who our project is in
part a follow-up to, is Feldman and Coto-Solano
(2020), which experimented with training NMT
models with back-translation for Bribri → Spanish
and Spanish → Bribri. We use an extended version
of Bribri-Spanish parallel dataset from their paper,
but there are a number of differences: (1) we train

1https://github.com/pywirrarika/naki

on Cabécar-Spanish data as well; (2) we train mul-
tilingual, multidirectional models, rather than only
unidirectional bilingual models; and (3) we experi-
ment with self-supervised training on monolingual
data.

There have been various other efforts at MT
for other Amerindian languages. Some recent
works include: Zhang et al. (2020), who work
with Cherokee-English translation; Le and Sadat
(2020), who work with Inuktitut-English transla-
tion; Montoya (2019), who work with Shipibo
Konibo-Spanish translation; and Hois (2017), who
work with Wixarika-Spanish translation. These
works deploy a number of techniques for train-
ing low-resource MT models, such as incorporat-
ing language models and back-translation (Zhang
et al., 2020), morphologically segmenting polysyn-
thetic words before training (Le and Sadat, 2020),
and leveraging related-language data from higher-
resource languages to effect transfer learning (Mon-
toya, 2019). Due to the extremely low level of re-
sources for these languages, some of these works
experiment with statistical machine translation, ei-
ther in addition to NMT (e.g. Zhang et al. (2020))
or in place of it (e.g. Hois (2017)). In the Amer-
icasNLP (Mager et al., 2021) shared task on MT
for Indigenous languages of the Americas, vari-
ous authors built and evaluated systems for a di-
verse set of languages, namely: Asháninka, Ay-
mara, Bribri, Guarani, Nahuatl, Otomí, Quechua,
Rarámuri, Shipibo-Konibo, and Wixarika.

Also of note is a recent collaborative effort be-
tween many NLP researchers who work on Indige-
nous languages of the Americas, called Americas-
NLI (Ebrahimi et al., 2022). This paper examined
the natural language understanding capabilities of
pretrained multilingual models on Indigenous lan-
guage data, investigating both zero-shot transfer
and continued pretraining on these languages. They
found that the pretrained multilingual models’ per-
formance was poor on the 10 Indigenous languages
they examined, although continued pretraining of-
fered substantial improvements. This is one of the
few large-scale collaborative efforts for Indigenous
NLP in the Americas, but there will hopefully be
more projects of this sort that focus on other tasks
such as MT.

2.2 Multilingual NMT

Multilingual NMT refers to training machine trans-
lation models on many languages, in many direc-
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tions, with a single set of parameters and a shared
vocabulary. Currently, the largest industry labs with
the most data and compute resources (e.g. Google,
Meta, Microsoft) can train models capable of trans-
lating hundreds of directions, a procedure known as
“massively multilingual machine translation” (John-
son et al., 2017; Aharoni et al., 2019; Fan et al.,
2020; NLLB Team et al., 2022; Bapna et al., 2022).
This is how state-of-the-art production MT systems
are now trained.

Multilingual NMT has a number of appeals com-
pared to training bilingual models. For one, the
parameter efficiency is much greater. The num-
ber of possible language pairs scales quadratically
with the number of languages, and if one wants
the option of translating between all possible lan-
guage pairs then the number of bilingual models
required would scale quadratically as well. For in-
stance, accommodating all possible language pairs
for 30 languages would require 435 bilingual mod-
els. By contrast, a single model could be trained
on all 30 languages, with parallel data for some
language pairs, and then there is also the possibil-
ity of performing zero-shot translation for some of
the language pairs not seen in training (Johnson
et al., 2017). Multilingual models of course must
be larger than bilingual models, but not so much
larger that their use of parameters is less efficient.

Another appeal of multilingual MT systems is
the potential for transfer learning. Specifically, it
is possible for the model to improve on translating
under-resourced languages by being trained on the
rich data for higher-resource languages. Notably,
however, this type of positive transfer is most likely
to happen when the languages are closely related
to each other genealogically (Ko et al., 2021; Kha-
tri et al., 2021). In our case, we do not have a
high-resource Chibchan language that we can use
to bootstrap training for Cabécar and Bribri (and
this is probably the case for most language families
in the world). However, it is still theoretically pos-
sible to see gains on one or both languages due to
their relatedness, even if they are both very under-
resourced.

Although multilingual NMT has been spear-
headed by large industry labs, there have been a
number of recent efforts at training multilingual
models specifically for low-resource languages.
Among these are Yigezu et al. (2021), Emezue and
Dossou (2022), and Vegi et al. (2022). All three of
these papers build systems for African languages.

Multilingual NMT hasn’t been attempted for many
Indigenous languages in other parts of the world,
and certainly not for the Chibchan languages. It
is promising, however, that industry labs are be-
ginning to introduce Indigenous languages (of the
Americas and elsewhere) into both research and
production MT systems, e.g. Aymara and Guarani
for Google Translate, and Yucatec Maya and Inuk-
titut for Microsoft Translator.

2.3 Self-supervised training
The other class of techniques we experiment with
in this paper is self-supervised training. Self-
supervised training refers to feeding the model
some manipulated (e.g. noised or masked) form
of monolingual sentences to the model and then
tasking the model with reconstructing the original
sentences. There are two types of self-supervised
training methods we experiment with in this paper:
denoising autoencoding and masked reconstruc-
tion2.

The denoising autoencoding training we do is
inspired by BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and mBART
(Liu et al., 2020). In these works, sequence-to-
sequence models are fed noisy (e.g. randomly shuf-
fled) sentences and made to reconstruct the original
sentences. By pretraining on this task in multiple
languages, Liu et al. (2020) showed that the result-
ing model could be finetuned to perform well on
MT.

The second self-supervised task we experiment
with is MASS, or MAsked Sequence-to-Sequence
pretraining (Song et al., 2019). In this method, the
masked language modeling objective is generalized
such that spans of arbitrary length are masked and
the model has to predict either the masked tokens
or reconstruct the entire original sentence. We opt
for the latter approach (reconstructing the whole
sentence), and try two different masking variants
(see Section 4.2.2).

Self-supervised training has been shown to be
successful in training massively multilingual NMT
models, improving performance on low-resource
and unsupervised languages in particular (Bapna
et al., 2022; Siddhant et al., 2022; NLLB Team
et al., 2022). A limited number of works have
also looked at self-supervised training for MT in
low-resource settings, and found it to be beneficial
(Kuwanto et al., 2021; Dhar et al., 2022).

2Our masked sequence-to-sequence reconstruction task
could be viewed as denoising autoencoding as well, but we
keep it separate from our other denoising task for clarity.
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3 Data

We have two parallel datasets at our disposal for
this work: one for Bribri-Spanish, one for Cabécar-
Spanish. The Bribri-Spanish dataset contains ≈
8600 sentence pairs. These come from textbooks
for Spanish speakers to learn Bribri (Constenla
et al., 2004; Jara Murillo and García Segura, 2013),
bilingual dictionaries (Margery, 2005), grammar
books (Jara Murillo, 2018a), compilations of tran-
scribed oral literature (Constenla, 2006, 1996; Gar-
cía Segura, 2016; Jara Murillo, 2018b), pedagog-
ical textbooks (Sánchez Avendaño, 2020), and a
digitized and transcribed oral corpus with tradi-
tional stories and songs (Flores Solórzano, 2017).
Most of these sentences belong to general domains
(e.g. Ye’ dör bua’ë ‘I am doing well’), but they also
include technical passages from narrations about
mythology and traditional practices. This corpus is
available at the AmericasNLP 2021 repository3.

The Cabécar-Spanish dataset contains ≈ 4200
sentence pairs. These come from the bilingual dic-
tionary by González Campos and Obando Martínez
(2020). This corpus is also composed of gen-
eral sentences (e.g. Yís sér dä él da ‘I live
with my brother’). These were gathered from
the authors’ fieldwork and pedagogical books
(González Campos et al., 2020; González Campos
and Obando Martínez, 2018).

For both language pairs, we use a 90/5/5
train/validation/test split. Due to the lack of mono-
lingual data for Bribri or Cabécar (besides Biblical
data, which we deliberately do not use due to its
linguistic and topical skew), we use the sentences
from the parallel datasets as our monolingual data
for the self-supervised (denoising/MASS) tasks as
well. We also have a small bilingual lexicon avail-
able for Cabécar-Spanish, containing 1350 entries.
We use this as additional parallel data in training a
bidirectional Cabécar ↔ Spanish model (see Sec-
tion 5.2).

4 Methods

4.1 Model

We use the OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017) imple-
mentation of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
model for all our experiments. Each model has
≈ 50M parameters and we tokenize our data using
the OpenNMT implementation of BPE (Sennrich

3https://github.com/AmericasNLP/
americasnlp2021

et al., 2016) with n_symbols = 10000. Unless in-
dicated otherwise, we train our models with Adam
optimization (Kingma and Ba, 2015) for 4000 steps
with a batch size of 4096, a learning rate of 2.0, 6
hidden layers, 8 attention heads, a hidden layer di-
mension of 512, a feedforward layer dimension of
2048, and a dropout probability of 0.1. We train on
one NVIDIA A100 GPU provided by Google Co-
lab, which took around 20-30 minutes per model.
Full hyperparameters are given in Section B of the
Appendix.

4.2 Training Techniques
We experiment with a variety of training techniques
to arrive at the best method, or combination of
methods. First, we train two types of bilingual mod-
els: unidirectional models, which only translate one
language to another, and bidirectional models that
translate two languages in both directions. Because
we have Cabécar-Spanish bilingual lexicon data,
we also experiment with adding that as additional
parallel signal. Second, we experiment with train-
ing trilingual models, which translate Bribri ↔
Spanish and Cabécar ↔ Spanish.

Next, we experiment with several different self-
supervised training schemes to improve the trilin-
gual models. These methods are described below.

4.2.1 Multilingual Training
One of our main interests in this paper is training
multilingual models that translate Bribri ↔ Spanish
and Cabécar ↔ Spanish. The only modification we
make to the training data for training the baseline
trilingual model is prepending a <2tgt> token that
tells the model which language to translate to, as in
Bapna et al. (2022). For example, when translating
Spanish to Cabécar we use the tag <2cjp>. The
models are then trained in all four directions with
a cross-entropy loss.

4.2.2 Self-supervised Training
We also experiment with self-supervised training
using monolingual data (taken from the parallel
datasets).

Denoising autoencoding One of the self-
supervised tasks we try is denoising autoencoding,
where the model is fed a noisy version of a sen-
tence and has to reconstruct the original sentence.
As our noising function, we randomly shuffle the
order of words in a sentence, similar to Lewis et al.
(2019); Liu et al. (2020). Once again following
Bapna et al. (2022), we add a <2task> tag to all
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sentences in the dataset to help the model distin-
guish the denoising task from the MT task. In this
case, that token is <2denoise> for the denoising
task and <2translate> for the MT task.

MASS The second self-supervised training tech-
nique we experiment with is MASS (Song et al.,
2019). This method involves masking tokens in the
source sentence and having the model try to recon-
struct the original sentence. Bapna et al. (2022);
Siddhant et al. (2022) show this can be used to
improve performance for many low-resource and
unsupervised languages in massively multilingual
MT systems. We employ two variants of MASS. In
the first, text spans of arbitrary length in the source
are replaced with a single [MASK] token (following
Lewis et al. (2019)). In the second, each masked
token is replaced with its own [MASK] token. In
either case, we mask 50% of the words in each sen-
tence and train on the task for all three languages.
The <2task> token we use here is <2mass>.

4.2.3 Using bilingual lexicons

We also experiment with adding bilingual lexicon
entries as extra parallel data. For this, we use a
Cabécar-Spanish bilingual lexicon to help train a
bidirectional Cabécar ↔ Spanish model. Once
again, <2lang> tags are used so the model knows
which language to translate to.

5 Experiments

All models use the hyperparameters described
in Section 4.1 and Section B of the Ap-
pendix unless stated otherwise. We arrive at
these hyperparameters through manual tuning of
train_steps, learning_rate, warmup_steps,
enc/dec_layers, heads, hidden_size, and
transformer_ff. The remaining hyperparameters
are left as the defaults selected by OpenNMT.

5.1 Unidirectional bilingual models

The simplest models we train are unidirectional
bilingual models: models which just translate one
language to one other language, e.g. Spanish →
Bribri. These models act as baselines against which
to compare our bidirectional bilingual models, de-
scribed below. No modification to the training data
is necessary for these models. The models here
are referred to as Cabécar → Spanish, Spanish
→ Cabécar, Bribri → Spanish, and Spanish →
Bribri.

5.2 Bidirectional bilingual models

The second type of models we train are bidirec-
tional bilingual models, which translate two lan-
guages in both directions, e.g. Cabécar ↔ Spanish.
For these models, we add a <2tgt> tag to the train-
ing data so the model knows which language to
translate to. The models here are referred to as
Bribri+Spanish and Cabécar+Spanish.

We also train a Cabécar ↔ Spanish model
using bilingual lexicon entries as additional
parallel data, which we will refer to as
the Cabécar+Spanish+bilingual lexicon data
model.

5.3 Trilingual models

We train multilingual models that translate Bribri
↔ Spanish and Cabécar ↔ Spanish as well.

Baseline In the baseline setup, we simply use the
hyperparameters from 4.1 to train a three-language,
four-directional model. This model is called Trilin-
gual baseline. We also train two additional models,
which are trained for 8000 steps and 12000 steps
but otherwise use the same hyperparameters as the
baseline. We do these as basic checks for approxi-
mately how long it takes the model to converge.

<4src> tagging Although all our trilingual mod-
els have <2tgt> tags to indicate which language
to translate to, we also experiment with adding
<4src> tags to tell the model which language
it’s translating from (e.g. <4cjp> when translat-
ing from Cabécar). The motivation here is that
the model could potentially get confused between
Cabécar and Bribri due to their similarity, and
an explicit tag may mitigate some of this confu-
sion. The source sentences for this model took
the form <4src> <2tgt> word1 word2...wordN.
This model is referred to as the Baseline+<4src>
tagging model.

Joint denoising training We also experiment
with jointly training the model on the denoising au-
toencoding task and the MT task. We try two vari-
ants of this: in the first, we simply train the model
on both tasks simultaneously for 4000 steps. This
model is called Baseline+joint denoising training.
In the second variant, we do the same but then con-
tinue finetuning the model on the MT task, with
the same data, for an extra 4000 steps. This variant
is called Baseline+joint denoising training, MT
finetuning.
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Joint MASS training Additionally, we try
jointly training the model on the MASS task and the
MT task. We use two different variants of MASS:
in the first, we replace spans of arbitrary length in
the source with a single [MASK] token. This model
is called Baseline+joint MASS training (replace
span). In the second, we replace each ablated to-
ken with a [MASK] token. This model is called
Baseline+joint MASS training (replace token).

6 Results

The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Table
1 shows a comparison between the unidirectional
and bidirectional bilingual models. Table 2 gives
a comparison between the bilingual and trilingual
models.

The first thing to note is that the bidirectional
models outperform unidirectional models in all di-
rections. Across all four directions, the average
improvement (∆ CHRF) of the best-performing
bidirectional model was +4.9. The model with
bilingual lexicon data performs best on Spanish
→ Cabécar (+5.2 over unidirectional baseline), al-
though it slightly underperforms the vanilla bilin-
gual model on Cabécar → Spanish (+0.1 vs +1.2).

Next, there are a number of takeaways from
the comparison between the bilingual and trilin-
gual models. First, note that at least one trilin-
gual model outperformed each bilingual baseline
except in the Bribri → Spanish direction, where
the next-best model got −5.7 CHRF relative to the
bilingual Bribri+Spanish model. The reason for
this deviation from the general trend is not clear
to us. There were five trilingual models that im-
proved over the bilingual baselines in at least one
direction: Trilingual baseline, Trilingual base-
line+8000 steps, Trilingual baseline+12000 steps,
Baseline+<4src> tagging, and Baseline+joint de-
noising training, MT finetuning. The remaining
models failed to improve over the bilingual base-
lines in any direction.

Looking at average CHRF across all four
directions—denoted µ4 in Table 2—we see a
near three-way tie between Baseline+joint de-
noising training, MT finetuning (26.1 CHRF),
Baseline+8000 steps (26.0 CHRF), and Base-
line+<4src> tagging (25.9 CHRF). Just looking at
the averages, it appears that these three techniques
work pretty well in our training setting: (1) simply
training the model a bit longer; (2) performing joint
denoising training, followed by MT finetuning; and

(3) adding <4src> tags to the beginning of source
sentences.

Next, we examine each translation direction
separately. For Cabécar-Spanish, the model with
<4src> tagging wins in both directions, with gains
of +3.9 CHRF in the Cabécar → Spanish direction
and +1.9 in the Spanish → Cabécar direction. For
Bribri-Spanish, the results are somewhat less clear-
cut. For Bribri → Spanish, the bilingual baseline
performs best, netting 30.8 CHRF. For Spanish →
Bribri, the 8000 steps model does best, improving
+1.2 CHRF over the bilingual baseline.

The models co-trained on the MASS task per-
formed poorly, seeing huge losses across the board.
There are a number of reasons why this might have
happened. One is that we simply did not have
enough data for the model to learn from the task ef-
fectively. The MASS task has been shown to work
well for very high-resource settings on models with
hundreds of millions or billions of parameters, and
this result might simply not scale to the extremely
low-resource, small model scenario. Another possi-
bility is that there are different ways to implement
MASS that would be more amenable to datasets of
the size studied here. In personal correspondence
with various authors on Bapna et al. (2022), we
learned that the MASS task can be difficult to im-
plement properly given the description in Song et al.
(2019). Further experimentation with the MASS
task in resource-poor settings is left for future work.

In regard to the denoising autoencoding task,
it is interesting to note that while model perfor-
mance decreased relative to the trilingual base-
line using the Baseline+joint denoising training
setup, we were able to see gains by adding in 4000
steps of MT finetuning following the joint dual-
task training. It could be that this is a quirk of very
low-resource training, as the extra finetuning step
isn’t necessary to see substantial improvements on
large, high-resource, massively multilingual mod-
els (Bapna et al., 2022; Siddhant et al., 2022). In
our setting, it seems that the model does indeed
learn from the denoising task but that it needs more
training passes on the MT data for it to really make
use of those gains on unseen MT queries at infer-
ence time.

7 Discussion

There are a number of contributions that our ex-
periments make from both a technical and a so-
cial angle. On the technical side, our experiments
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Cabécar → Spanish Spanish → Cabécar Bribri → Spanish Spanish → Bribri

Unidirectional
Cabécar → Spanish 21.3 – – –
Spanish → Cabécar – 23.8 – –
Bribri → Spanish – – 24.9 –
Spanish → Bribri – – – 21.2

Bidirectional
Cabécar+Spanish 22.5 26.4 – –
+bilingual lexicon data 21.4 29.0 – –
Bribri+Spanish – – 30.8 28.6

Table 1: A comparison between unidirectional and bidirectional bilingual models (CHRF). All models are trained
for 4000 steps with identical hyperparameters. The “+bilingual lexicon data” model was trained with 1352 Cabécar-
Spanish bilingual lexicon entries as additional parallel data.

µ4 cab
→
spa

spa
→
cab

bri
→
spa

spa
→
bri

Bilingual
Cabécar+Spanish (4000 steps) – 22.5 26.4 – –
+bilingual lexicon data – 21.4 29.0 – –
Bribri+Spanish (4000 steps) – – – 30.8 28.6

Trilingual
Trilingual baseline (4000 steps) 24.2 21.8 28.8 18.9 27.3
Trilingual baseline with additional training (8000 steps) 26.0 24.2 29.3 20.5 29.8
Trilingual baseline with additional training (12000 steps) 25.1 24.2 28.3 19.6 28.2
Trilingual baseline+<4src> tagging 25.9 26.4 30.9 19.1 27.3
Trilingual baseline+joint denoising training 22.0 20.2 25.5 18.8 23.3
Trilingual baseline+joint denoising training, MT finetuning 26.1 22.1 29.5 25.1 27.7
Trilingual baseline+joint MASS training (replace span) 11.1 9.0 14.7 11.5 9.3
Trilingual baseline+joint MASS training (replace token) 8.6 6.7 9.5 9.8 8.5

Table 2: A comparison between the bilingual and trilingual models that translate Cabécar and Bribri to/from Spanish
(performance is measured in CHRF). Green-colored indicate improvements over the baseline, with bright green
cells being the best performers. Red-colored cells indicate losses relative to the bilingual baselines. µ4 indicates the
average performance across all 4 directions.

are noteworthy because they put to the test tech-
niques that have been shown to work for giant-scale
machine translation models trained with copious
amounts of data, but haven’t been rigorously ex-
amined in very under-resourced settings. Namely,
the two classes of techniques we investigate here
are (1) multilingual machine translation, and (2)
self-supervised training, namely denoising autoen-
coding and masked reconstruction (MASS).

Our results show that we can get benefits from
multilingual training even in this resource-scarce
scenario, as well as from denoising autoencoding
training. The first of these results suggests that
there is some transfer learning happening between
Bribri and Cabécar even with < 10K sentences

for each. Of course, these are closely related lan-
guages, and we would not expect such transfer to
happen between distantly related languages with
such little data. But this is a promising result for
extremely low-resource MT nonetheless.

The fact that denoising autoencoding training
did reasonably well, especially when followed by
MT finetuning, is also interesting. The upshot here
is that even a small amount of monolingual data
for a low-resource language can potentially yield
benefits on the MT task. By contrast, it is puzzling
that our implementation of MASS yielded poor re-
sults. This could be an indication that the MASS
task requires a certain amount of data to benefit MT
training, and that we were well below that thresh-
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old, but this hypothesis needs further investigation
in future work. It is also possible that a different
implementation of the MASS task could work bet-
ter for extremely low-resource settings, e.g. one
where only tokens at the beginning or end of source
sentences are masked.

Lastly, although MT performance on under-
resourced languages is far from where it needs to
be to suit the demands of actual speakers, we see
our work on these indigenous languages as a step
in the right direction. Whenever an NLP method
is shown to help high-resource, politically and eco-
nomically dominant languages like English, Span-
ish, or Chinese, that same method should be tested
on under-resourced languages, which constitute
the vast majority of the world’s languages (Joshi
et al., 2020). If the method works, then that is a
step toward making language technology better and
more inclusive. If it doesn’t, then that shows a fun-
damental limitation in state-of-the-art techniques,
because it suggests they don’t scale to down to the
languages that much of the world speaks. What we
have seen in this paper is a mixture of both these
results. We hope that these findings are helpful
for the research community and, ultimately, the
indigenous speaker communities for whom this
technology is made.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have experimented with train-
ing multilingual neural machine translation models
that translate the indigenous Costa Rican languages
Cabécar and Bribri to and from Spanish. First, we
provide a comparison between unidirectional bilin-
gual models and bidirectional bilingual models,
showing that the latter can outdo the former in all
directions. Next, we show that the trilingual mod-
els we train beat the bilingual baselines in all but
one of the four translation directions (namely Bribri
→ Spanish). In training the trilingual models, we
experiment with a number of variables: (1) train-
ing for more steps; (2) prepending a <4src> tag to
source sentences to tell the model what language
it’s translating from, in addition to the <2tgt> tag
we use for all multidirectional models; (3) adding
in self-supervised training on monolingual data, ei-
ther denoising autoencoding or masked reconstruc-
tion (MASS); and (4) finetuning models on the MT
task following joint training on denoising autoen-
coding and MT. Out of these, the most promising
findings are that <4src> tags appear useful (espe-

cially for Cabécar ↔ Spanish) and that joint de-
noising training followed by MT finetuning is an
efficacious approach. We also show that adding
bilingual lexicon entries as additional parallel data
improves performance somewhat on Spanish →
Cabécar.

Future work should look at combining these
strategies with other techniques, such as back-
translation. Additionally, with the increasing capa-
bilities of Large Language Models as general NLP
systems, much work must be done to see how their
translation abilities on under-resourced languages
can be evaluated and improved.

Limitations

One limitation of this work is the small number of
languages explored. While it is important to exam-
ine the members of the Chibchan language family
individually due to the extreme scarcity of attention
they’ve been given in the NLP literature, it is true
that the results in our paper are only directly appli-
cable to Cabécar, Bribri, and Spanish. To mitigate
this narrowness, future work should incorporate
Chibchan languages into broader multilingual NLP
efforts.

Another limitation of this work is the small
amount of training data available. Of course, this
is simply the state of affairs for extremely under
resourced languages like Cabécar and Bribri, and it
is part of the experimental design itself. However,
future efforts should focus on data resource cre-
ation in addition to modeling in order to improve
the state of technology for these languages.

Finally, a limitation of this work at present is
the fact that some of the data we used is not yet
open-source, due to intellectual property restric-
tions. However, it is our hope that all the data
associated with this project will soon be released
for public use.

Ethics Statement

Perhaps the greatest ethical concern in working on
language technology for Indigenous languages is
the European colonialist history that looms over
these languages and their associated cultures. This
history is one of violence, genocide, cultural theft
and destruction, exploitation, and bigotry. Count-
less Indigenous languages across the world have
been suppressed, stigmatized, diminished, or alto-
gether wiped out in the wake of colonialism. These,
of course, are only the linguistic consequences of a
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history that has been violent in many distinct ways.
First and foremost, the purpose of building tech-

nology for Indigenous languages should be to ben-
efit the speakers themselves. The features and po-
tential applications of the technology should be
guided by the speakers’ needs and desires. It is our
hope that our research will lead to technologies that
the Cabécar, Bribri, and other peoples can use and
benefit from, and that they can develop these tools
themselves in the near future.

Building Indigenous language technologies eth-
ically entails more than just constructing useful
systems. It also entails respect for concerns such as
data sovereignty and the ways in which the speak-
ers want their language to be used (for instance,
whether they would like outsiders to interact with
their language). While some of these matters are
not particular to Indigenous languages, they are
especially pertinent to these languages because of
the colonialist history described above.
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A Appendix: Sample outputs

Table 3 shows some examples of outputs from each
of our models in each direction.

B Hyperparameters

The full list of hyperparameters for all our models,
except where stated otherwise, is as follows:

1. train_steps = 4000
2. batch_size = 4096
3. valid_batch_size = 600
4. optimizer = adam
5. learning_rate = 2.0
6. warmup_steps = 8000
7. decay_method = noam
8. adam_beta2 = 0.998
9. label_smoothing = 0.1

10. position_encoding = true
11. enc_layers = 6
12. dec_layers = 6
13. heads = 8
14. hidden_size = 512
15. word_vec_size = 512
16. transformer_ff = 2048
17. dropout_steps = [0]
18. dropout = 0.1
19. attention_dropout = 0.1
20. share_vocab = true
21. share_embeddings = true
22. share_decoder_embembeddings = true
23. seed = 1234
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Cabécar → Spanish
Source ¿Bikö matsílí ta Túrí rä?
Reference ¿A qué distancia queda Turrialba?
Unidirectional baseline Vendí la carga para Turrialba.
Bidirectional bilingual baseline ¿Qué hora es?
Trilingual ¿Usted conoce la casa de Turrialba?
Trilingual + <4src> tagging ¿Cuánto es para Turrialba?
Trilingual + joint denoising training ¿La caña agria tiene hueba?
Previous model + MT finetuning ¿Juta tiene usted?
Trilingual + joint MASS training rä?
Trilingual, 8K training steps ¿Cele con Turrialba.
Trilingual, 12K training steps ¿Qué tiene mucha saliva .

Spanish → Cabécar
Source Llegó un hombre con mucho tamaño.
Reference Ékla jäyí dëju wákëi ta tái.
Unidirectional baseline I jäyí bätsä káte.
Bidirectional bilingual baseline Ékla jäyí dëju ju ska.
Trilingual Jäyí dëkájuná tái.
Trilingual + <4src> tagging Ékla jäyí dëju ju ska dí yäklä.
Trilingual + joint denoising training jäyí júna kono wa.
Previous model + MT finetuning Mulítä jénáká tái.
Trilingual + joint MASS training I kjuátká ámijia.
Trilingual, 8K training steps Jäyí butsaná tái.
Trilingual, 12K training steps Jäyí butsaná tái.

Bribri → Spanish
Source E’ kuéki e’ mèkèattke se’ ia, tö nai’ rö se’ kutà, kë̀ rö katànok.
Reference Por eso él nos dejó eso, que la danta es nuestra hermana, no es para comer.
Unidirectional baseline eso ya iba a dejar eso establecido para nosotros, que la danta es nuestra hermana,

no es para comer.
Bidirectional bilingual baseline Por eso ya iba a dejar eso establecido para nosotros, que la danta es nuestra

hermana, no es para comer.
Trilingual Cuando el búho suena a los bejucos , para que se transformó en lengua ;
Trilingual + <4src> tagging Al principio , por eso se debe decir que en la nariz , vea.
Trilingual + joint denoising training A la hermana se les duelen las ví, las plantas.
Previous model + MT finetuning por eso ahora , a partir de una persona , no eran para comer ,
Trilingual + joint MASS training Por que majarse usa el cuerpo para bañar , y eso se usa la hermana ,
Trilingual, 8K training steps ¿Cuándo se apagan los bribris de monte?
Trilingual, 12K training steps por eso las deidades siguen haciendo a la señora con un pedazo de piedra , porque

era aprovechado
Spanish → Bribri

Source En la actualidad los jóvenes no conocen los taparrabos
Reference Îñe ta se’ duládulapa kë̀ wa kipàdawo sùne ia.
Unidirectional baseline iñ e alàrala i chèke. ema e’ kuéki.
Bidirectional bilingual baseline Skámoköl kë yö r ia dinamu súrule.
Trilingual Nañéwe ta îñe kë ye’ wa káse se se se lo que ".
Trilingual + <4src> tagging Ká batá kë wa ya kë wa kapá taî táwa.
Trilingual + joint denoising training Sä diëi yäklä ra, ká sá káwäta köchi chálí bu
Previous model + MT finetuning Ká i’ ki kë a’ wa jóvenes ök..
Trilingual + joint MASS training Chakì ye’ chka’ awá ta .
Trilingual, 8K training steps Káwö wéle ta akëkëpa bák alambre yëuk.
Trilingual, 12K training steps Skámoköl kë yör ktöm se’ tabèla wa.

Table 3: Example model outputs. Green words are those that appear in the reference.

24. valid_steps = 1000
25. accum_count = 3
26. accum_steps = 0

These hyperparameters were passed to the
translate.py function in OpenNMT-py4.

4https://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/options/
translate.html
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